Japanese Swords

In modern times the most commonly
known type of Japanese sword is the
Shinogi-Zukuri katana, which is a
single-edged and usually curved long
sword traditionally worn by samurai from
the 15th century onwards. Other types of
Japanese swords include: tsurugi or ken,
which is a double-edged sword; odachi,
nodachi, tachi, which are older styles of a
very long single-edged sword; wakizashi, a
medium sized sword; and the tanto which
is an even smaller knife-sized sword.
Although they are pole-mounted weapons,
the naginata and yari are considered part of
the nihonto family due to the methods by
which they are forged. Japanese swords are
still commonly seen today; antique and
modernly forged swords can easily be
found and purchased. Modern, authentic
nihonto are made by a few hundred
swordsmiths.

HOME - Swords of Japan is your resource for fine antique Japanese Samurai Swords and Sword Fittings. started in 1998
with the goal of providing a trusted source for Japanese sword collectors to study and trade antique swords. 20 years
laterResults 1 - Shop from the worlds largest selection and best deals for Antique Japanese Swords. Shop with
confidence on eBay! - 4 min - Uploaded by The Documentary NetworkAs one of Japans last remaining swordsmiths,
Korehira Watanabe has honed his craft for 40 Tozando Online Shopping is a premier Budo equipment supplier.
Tozando carries all items of Kendo, Iaito, Japanese Swords, Iaido, Aikido, Kyudo and many When clients contact us at
Unique Japan interested in becoming an owner of an antique Samurai sword, a great range of questions alwaysTozando
stocks all types of Japanese swords (Nihonto), from ornamental pieces to swords used in Iaido and Battojutsu martial
arts. When choosing your sword,Authentic Japanese Swords for Sale! We have a wide selection of Battle Ready Swords,
handmade Katanas and Wakizashis! Real Samurai Swords at the bestIm bored because the making of a Japanese sword
just doesnt contain much new stuff. Pretty much everything of basic metallurgical interest connected to the Japanese
sword making goes beyond the traditional Katana, in fact, there are several remarkable swords Japan is known for, all of
which haveThe katana sword appears in many folk tales as well as legends. This piece of Japanese history not only
appears in old folklore, it is also very popular in modern
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